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Chip chan stream

The mysterious stranger, whom the internet has nicknamed Chip-chan, claims to have a verichip implanted between the tendons in her ankle. The special military chip, she says, was put there by a corrupt Korean police officer named P, who uses it to force her to sleep for up to 20 hours a day. Chip-chan does not leave the house except to collect supplies or
to protest corrupt police officers, and when she does, she wears a disguise. She is small and pale with dark hair gathered around her face and has a habit of sporting pyjamas at all times of the day. Sometimes she sleeps in a filing cabinet. Although we don't know her real name, we know all these other bizarre facts about Chip-chan because of the public
webcams she has installed in her home that live-stream her life at all times. In a blog unearthed by The Kernel, Chip-chan explains that she keeps the cameras on so she can know what has happened to her while she sleeps. She claims that P has been stalking her for 13 years despite the fact that she is not a criminal. Chip-chan, who is believed to live in
Seoul, often appears on webcam with signs with bizarre missives: Don't be fooled, don't be fooled. Early every morning. If someone comes, it paralyzes the person. I can't be stopped. The center reports that thousands of people watch Chip-chan's livestream, and have been trying to determine if there is any truth in her claims or if she suffers from a mental
illness. So far, no one has reached a definitive conclusion. I don't know what's happened while I'm asleep, Chip-chan wrote on his blog. I've always been afraid to sleep. Chip-chan adjusting her webcamera, 2016 Chip-chan is a Korean woman of indeterminate age who claims to have been implanted with a mind control weapon and also claims that she is
being held hostage by a corrupt police officer, known as P. Using various locations, she has been live-streaming her apartment on a daily basis for more than a decade. Chip-chan was first discovered in a 4chan webcam thread in 2008. In these threads, users explore various opensource webcams and post interesting finds. Chip-Chan was discovered
sleeping in an unusual position and was initially thought to have died, which sparked attention at the scene. It quickly became clear that she was asleep, but for abnormally long periods, at unusual times of the day. She sleeps in extremely uncomfortable positions, sits in a chair or lies on the floor. An anonymous user eventually found her WordPress blog, in
turn leading to dozens of other blogs where she claimed to have been implanted with a mind control weapon on a cartilage bone 3cm from the ankle bone. She also believes to have a chip implanted under her left eyebrow. Chip-chan sleeping There are webcams set up throughout her apartment, which she is aware, probably set up by herself. All her rooms
are filled with signs written in Korean. Streams are accompanied by a where, in her own voice, she informs the viewer about mind control weapons and her situation. She spends her time surfing the web and sleeping (often for 12+ hours at a time). She seems rather unkempt, with poor health and extremely lethargic. She has skin rashes and sores of
unknown cause, which she uploads photos and videos of. She has lived this way since at least 1999. She claims she cannot leave the apartment because of the chip, which has the ability to make her fall unconscious at the will of the operator. But she is known to leave her apartment at times, and has changed residence several times. She does not try to
contact the police for fear that the corrupt police officer P will find out. She has expressed that she needs viewers to help her deal with P, by spreading the word and contacting a man named Park Sang-Man (Probably the Ceo of Samsung Card) among other things. She is known to have responded to viewers via email and comments on her blogs, but not in
the chat of her streams. Several theories about Chip-Chan have evolved over the years, ideas ranging from it all to an art project, that she is sick, that her own story is true. People have tried to interact with her in several ways, contacting the local police and even visiting her in her home. She currently resides at Yeonhui-dong, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, South
Korea. Her real name is Park Je-an Hey there, I have read through this blog extensively and so I know that you do not check it often, but I recently stumbled across this confusing case and have become incredibly interested. I watched Chip-chan's live stream for a bit, but then decided to screen-record it as I can't devote as much time to live-watching it. At the
moment I have a 16 hour video that is virtually nothing but her sleeping. The whole situation is confusing and exciting. Before I started recording, I saw her wake up once and put on a sweater before returning to her seat-bed, and when it seemed like she woke up in pain (I tried to take screenshots, but they didn't turn out that well). I'm still recording, but as in
this writing, it looks like she's been sleeping for over 30 hours. The camera feed went down for about 30 minutes or so and when it came back on she was wearing a headband while sleeping. Absolutely strange, and exciting. At this point, I wonder if it's the same person sleeping in the chair who after the camera cut-out the person looks different (could be the
lighting affects my judgment) and who or what controls the lights turn on and off in her apartment while she sleeps. Like I said, I'm absolutely amazed. And totally fascinated. I asked a few friends for translations and got some help, but it seemed to be the same general text and translation as before. It's always her. A few years ago she would let an old elderly
couple stick their head in (I think they tried to help her), but as far as I've ever known, ever seen anyone but her in the apartment. She's crying. she must shake Her elbow is sore so bad she's changing the sign. she has a great collection of them! You can kind of see the other characters she has. I found a blog of chip chan she hangs herself. this is her second
attempt – This is from May 2017 for anyone who reads. Going through posts backwards is my understanding from those who are fluent in Korean that hers is not very coherent. chip chan has a hard time movin drawn It looks like she's using imgur. I'll update with the latest links today I'm not sure if all is well with her, she looks very very weird It's not a
spectacle, but whether she's being held captive or not, is up for debate. I personally think she's sick. chippiechan@gmail.com Refrain from calling her Chip Chan. We had received emails from her that she didn't want to be called Chip Chan because she said she never had a Verichip but a Mind Control Weapon. She wants to be referred to as Jane. Thanks for
understanding. Update (12-19-2019): Jane just found out about her popularity, and she said her last name is Ro. She also confirmed that her parents never died as a result of an accident. Im new here and im curious about where the link to the live stream is. I have found many links but they do not work! Page 2 11 comments
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